Abstract.
Introduction
In [7] the discrete solutions of the Plateau problem were defined, and some theorems for its convergence were proved under a very restrictive condition. The purpose of this paper is to show that we can obtain the same conclusions if the contour is rectifiable. 1.12 TAKUYA TSUCHIYA the minimal surfaces the following theorem is known [2, Theorem A (Douglas-Rado). Let <?r = vaS{E{f) : f E Xlrp}. If X1* ¿ 0, then there exists a map x E X^ such that E(x) = eT. An x as in Theorem A is called a Douglas solution. Evidently, a Douglas solution is a minimal surface.
In §2 we define a (stable) discrete minimal surface using the simplest finite element scheme. In §3 we prove the relative compactness of bounded subsets of discrete maps when the Jordan curve is rectifiable. In [7] a very restrictive condition was assumed to prove the relative compactness, so §3 is the main part of this paper. We assume that there exists a positive constant to which is independent of the triangulation Q such that the following inequality holds for each triangle KtcQ:
where p(K¡) = sup{diam(S) ;/Yp5: ball} .
Let Sn be the set of functions which are continuous on Q and linear on each triangle Ki. Let Sn be the set of maps from Q into R" such that each component function belongs to Sn . Let Na = {è,}(=* be the set of nodal points of Q where b¡ E Q° , the interior of Q, for 1 < i < N, and 6(. e öQ for N + 1 < i < N + N'. We number {bN+x , ... , bN+N,} = NiindD in counter-clockwise order. We assume that (H2) Í2 is of nonnegative type.
For the definition of the term "nonnegative type", see [1, 7] . This assumption is for the discrete maximum principle [7, Lemma 3] . We introduce the admissible class of triangulations of D defined by Atp = {Q|z,, z2, z3G7Vn, Q satisfies (Hl), (H2)}.
When Í2 is given, we define xr,a = if e sa\f(Na r\dD)cT, f\0D is ¿/-monotone}, where d-monotone means that the order of nodal points on T is the same as the order of nodal points on dD . Let 4Pn = {/e*r,oJ/(z,) = i,, 1 = 1,2,3}, and let En(f) be the energy functional on Q defined by Ea(f) = \j ja{\fu\2 + \fv\2)dudv.
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We extend /eSfi to D -Q as follows:
If p E dQ. and p £ NQ, there exists an exterior normal half-line L of (9Q on p . For arbitrary q E L n (D -Q), we define f(q) = f(p). Then the following estimate is valid:
EQ{f) < E{f) < (1 + C\a\)Ea(f) for any feSa, where C is a constant which is independent of Q and /. Definition 1. Let Q G Atp .
(D1 ) f e X^ jj is a stable d-minimal surface if there exists a positive constant 6 such that ||/-g||C(ñ;R«) < ó implies Ea(f) < Ea(g) for g E X1^n .
(D2) / G Xrpn is the d-Douglassolution if £0(/) = inf{EQ(g) : g e X* n}. For / G X^ a we denote by /(/, Cr ,) the length of the image f(Cr J . Let M be a constant with er < M.
Lemma 2. For arbitrary 6, 0 < 6 < 1, û«î/ / G X^ n with E(f) < M, there exists p, 6 < p <6 ' , depending on f and z such that
where 1(6) = &7cM/log{l/S). Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that lim supí|_oo L(Q,n, fn) > 0.
Then there exists a positive constant e0 such that, for any ¿¡ > 0, there exist a positive integer m and bi E Nn DdD such that (3-2) \QJ<Z and \fm(b,) -fjb¡+x)\ > e0.
For b¡ E NQ ndD and fm E X¡?n as in (3.2), a pair (a,, a2) (a¡ E fm(Nn n dD), / = 1, 2) is said to be admissible if it satisfies the following properties: T, , one of the two connected components of T-{ax, a2}, contains at least two of {£,, £2, C3} , and the other connected component T2 contains fjb,) and fjb,+x). If {C,, C2, C3} n (4(6,), /"(*,+,)} ^ 0, for example in the case of £, = 4(*/) > a Pair (Qi > a2) sucn that Qi = £i = /*»(*() and ri contains at least one of {£,, C2, C3} and T2 contains fm(bj+x) is also said to be admissible.
By a topological argument we can show that there exists a positive constant n depending on {Y, Ç,, i2, £3} and £0 suchthat |a,-a2| > n for any admissible pairs (ax, a2) on Y.
Let bk,bhE NQm n dD be such that all of (fm(bk+p), fm{bh+q)) (p, q = 0, 1) are admissible pairs. For b¡ E Nn ndD, we denote by seg(¿> ) the J i£m J segment which connects fm(bj) and fm(bj+x).
Lemma 4. Assume that there exist ßx E seg(bk) and ß2 E seg(bh) such that \ßx -ß2\ < n/2. Then we have We take sufficiently small 6 , 0 < 6 < 1, such that However, in such a case we can obtain a contradiction and prove this lemma immediately. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that all of the pairs (fm(bki+p), fm(bh[+q)) (p, q = 0, 1) are admissible because of (3.6). Note that, by (3.7), bk , bh and bi are distinct. From (3.1) and (3. Suppose that e > 0 is given and x > 0 is chosen in the above manner. By Lemma 3 there exists a positive integer nx such that L(Qn, fn) < x/3 for all n > nx. We choose 6 > 0 such that A(r5)1/2 < t/3 and 261/2 < min{|z( -z | : i ^ j}. By Lemma 2, for any 5 G dD, there exists p, 6 < p < 6 ' , depending on 5, 6 and fn , such that l(fn , C ) < x/3 . Let I, r e dD be the left and right endpoints of C. e, and let b¡, b-E Na ndD be such that / and r are on the arcs bjb[+x and bJxb , respectively. Since L(Q.n , fn) < x/3 , we obtain !/,(*,■) -fn(bj)\ < \f"{bt) -fn{l)\ + \fn(D -fn(r)\ + \fn(r) -fn(b})\ < x.
Thus we conclude that the diameter of Yx , the smaller connected component of r-{f"{bj), f"{bj)}, is less than e , and, for any t E dD with \s-t\<6, fn(s) and fn(t) are in the convex hull of T, . Hence we obtain \f"(s)-fn(t)\ < e . □ Lemma 6. Let Atp d {£ln}™=i be such that lim"^oo la«l = 0, and let fn e Xy Q . Suppose that Y is rectifiable and E(f) are uniformly bounded. Then Suppose that an arbitrary e > 0 is given. For this e we choose 6 > 0 and a positive integer n. as in Corollary 5. Let K be a positive integer such that the length of an edge of the regular K-gon inscribed dD is less than 6, that is, 2 sm(n/K) < 6 . Let ipK = {¿¡x, ... , ÇK} , and let n2 be a positive integer such that \fn(£,k) -f" {Çk)\ < e, for n¡, rij > n2 and k= 1, ... ,K. For arbitrary s G dD there exists Çk E ipK such that |i -¿jj < 6 . Thus, by Corollary 5, we obtain \fn(s) -fn.(s)\ < \fn¡(s) -fn(ík)\ + \fn(ik) -fnj(ïk)\ + \fn(tlk) -fn¡(s)\ < 3e, for n¡, « > n0 = max{«,, n2} . Since «0 is independent of s, {fn} converges uniformly on dD. The last part of the lemma is obvious. D
Theorems
Using Lemma 6, we obtain the following theorems. The proofs of the theorems are quite similar to those of the theorems in [7] . Theorem 7. Suppose that Y is rectifiable. Let Atp d {^"J^! be such that lim"_00 |flj = 0, and let {xn E X^ Q }™=x be a sequence of the d-Douglas solutions.
Then there exists a subsequence {xn } which converges to one of the Douglas solutions x e Xlf in the following sense: If the Douglas solution is unique, then xn converges in the sense of (4.1) and ( 
4.2).
A harmonic map x E X^ is said to be an isolated stable minimal surface if there exists a constant 6 such that 0 < H* -J'IIod-r") < à implies E(x) < E(y) for y E X^ . Theorem 8. Suppose that Y is rectifiable. Let Atp D {Í2"}^, be such that ihrifl-^oo \£ln\ = 0, and let x E Xy be an isolated stable minimal surface. Then there exists a sequence {xn G X^ n }~, of stable d-minimal surfaces which converges to x in the sense of (4.1) and (4.2).
